Our Community Partners

We initially picked these partners in part because they are NYC-based, but as most of our programs ended up being virtual, these folks are accessible from anywhere. Doubtless there are similar providers in your city/region! We’re sharing our contacts here as we had such a good experience with all three.

Vibrant Emotional Health

https://vibrant.org
(212) 254-0333
info@vibrant.org

For 50 years, Vibrant Emotional Health has been at the forefront of promoting emotional well-being for all people. Our education and advocacy work shifts policy and public opinion so mental wellbeing becomes a social responsibility and is treated with the importance it deserves.

Working Well, LLC

https://julieflynnbadal.com/working-well
646.633.7247
juliefly@gmail.com

At Working Well, we believe that organizations become healthier when they dedicate time and space for collective wellbeing, honest conversations, and meaningful action. Contemplative practices create a spacious relational framework to help make this important work happen.

metaDEN

https://metaden.co/
collab@metaden.co

metaDEN is a healing incubator curated by / for bipoc (black, indigenous, people of color), that centers the queer and trans community. we connect with bipoc facilitators, practitioners, and artists to provide healing programming for our community + curate wellness programming for organizations and events.